Panel Track FlexShade by Draper

Please check all appropriate selections and attach room schedule with field-verified dimensions.

Select Fabric  Color name, no., openness
☐ Draper GreenScreen® Revive
☐ Draper SunBloc SB9000
☐ Draper SunBloc SB9100
☐ Ferrari Sollis 99®
☐ Mermet “E” Screen
☐ Mermet Flocké
☐ Mermet “M” Screen
☐ Mermet “S” Screen
☐ Mermet SilverScreen
☐ Mermet “T” Screen
☐ Mermet Vela
☐ Mermet Vizela
☐ Phifer SheerWeave® Basic
☐ Phifer SheerWeave® Infinity
☐ Phifer SheerWeave® PW3500/4100/4400
☐ Phifer SheerWeave® PW4500/4600
☐ Phifer SheerWeave® PW4550/4650
☐ Phifer SheerWeave® PW4800
☐ Phifer SheerWeave® SW2000/2100
☐ Phifer SheerWeave® SW2400/2500/2600/2900
☐ Phifer SheerWeave® SW2701/2703/2705/2710
☐ Phifer SheerWeave® SW3000
☐ Phifer SheerWeave® SW5000
☐ Phifer SheerWeave® SW7000
☐ Phifer SheerWeave® SW7100
☐ Phifer SheerWeave® SW7500
☐ Rockland Roc-Rol

*Please see Draper’s Shade Fabric Reference Sheet for fabric colors and specifications.

Select Hardware
☐ Brackets with Headrail
☐ Optional Front Fascia Panel
  ☐ Ivory  ☐ Bronze  ☐ White  ☐ Black  ☐ Clear Anodized
☐ Optional Fabric Wrapped Front Fascia Panel (same fabric as shade panels)

Number of Tracks
☐ Two  ☐ Three  ☐ Four  ☐ Five

Total Track Width *
☐ Two  ☐ Three  ☐ Four  ☐ Five

Number of Panels
☐ Two  ☐ Three  ☐ Four  ☐ Five  ☐ Six  ☐ Seven  ☐ Eight

Single Panel Widths *

Direction of Travel
☐ One Way
☐ Split (not available with two-panel units)

Wand Length
☐ 36"
☐ 48"
☐ 60" (std)

Wand Location
☐ Left
☐ Right

Specifications-Panel Track FlexShades
Unit shall consist of headrail with sliding shade fabric panels. 2-8 fabric panels attach to sliding headrail hook bars using Hook & Loop attachment strips. 2-5 tracks available in headrail.

Wand: Operating wand to be of aluminum.

Brackets: Plated steel, with adequate projection to clear all window fixtures.

Fascia: Optional curved fascia panel with endcaps and returns to hide headrail and brackets. Available in clear anodized, or ivory, bronze, black or white powder coat.

Please note: Dimensions of hardware at manufacturer’s discretion.

2 Channel One Way Draw (2 Panels, 1 Overlap)

3 Channel One Way Draw (3 Panels, 2 Overlaps)

3 Channel Split Draw (4 Panels, 3 Overlaps)

4 Channel One Way Draw (4 Panels, 3 Overlaps)

4 Channel Split Draw (6 Panels, 5 Overlaps)

5 Channel One Way Draw (5 Panels, 4 Overlaps)

5 Channel Split Draw (8 Panels, 7 Overlaps)

1 Minimum total track width is 48"
Maximum total track width is 144"

2 Minimum single panel width is 10"
Maximum single panel width is 74"
Components

1. Side Bracket Cover
2. Adjustable Side Bracket
3. Top Fix Turnbuckle Bracket
4. Face Fix Bracket
5. Headrail (2, 3, 4 & 5 track options available)
6. Headrail Endcap
7. Fascia Endcap
8. Curved Front Fascia panel
9. Hook Bar
10. Hook & Loop Attachment Strips
11. Shade Fabric Panel
12. Aluminum Control Wand (standard)
13. Bottom Hem/Slat Bar
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